Origin of spontaneous polarization, tilt, and chiral structure of smectic liquid-crystal phases composed of bent-core molecules: a molecular model.
A simple molecular model is proposed for novel bent-core smectic phases that enables one to explain the origin of the experimentally observed chiral structure of the B2 phase composed of nonchiral banana-shaped molecules. It is shown that in the perfectly ordered smectic phase the distributed dispersion interaction between banana-shaped molecules stabilizes the spontaneous polarization and may be responsible for the tilt of the director. The orientation of the spontaneous polarization with respect to the tilt plane is determined by the balance between the dispersion and electrostatic dipole-dipole intermolecular interactions. In particular, sufficiently strong dipole-dipole interaction promotes the B2 phase where the polarization is normal to the tilt plane. The actual chiral structure of each smectic layer in the B2 phase appears as a result of the symmetry breaking. In the case of small molecular dipoles the nonchiral polar smectic phase is formed where the spontaneous polarization is parallel to the tilt plane. The role of the opening angle and of the axial ratio of banana-shaped molecules is also considered and a phase diagram is presented.